To avoid resonance problems in rotating turbomachinery components such as impellers, it is of paramount importance to determine the natural frequencies of these parts when they are under operation. Nevertheless, most of these rotating structures are inaccessible and in some cases submerged and confined. To measure the natural frequencies of submerged impellers from the rotating frame is complicated, because sensors have to be well fixed, withstand with large pressure and centrifugal forces. Furthermore, the signals have to be transmitted to the stationary frame. For this reason it may be advantageous to measure the natural frequencies with sensors placed on the casing.
Introduction
The vibration of rotating disk-like structures has been studied extensively in the last years due to their relevance in real engineering applications such as circular saws, cutters, hard disks or turbomachinery components. Particularly in hydraulic turbomachinery, some types of runners are disk-like structures which are submerged and confined rotating in water. When they are in operation the interaction between the stationary guide vanes and rotating blades produces an excitation (rotor stator interaction) that may causes resonance problems which lead to fatigue damages or critical failures on the rotating The transverse free vibration of a rotating disk in vacuum can be expressed as [11] 
In Eq. (2), ρ D and h D are the density and thickness of the disk, respectively. w is the transverse displacement of the disk. D With the boundary conditions of the disk (clamped at the center and free at the edge) the solution of Eq. (2) can be expressed as [28] w disk ¼ w disk r; θ; t
In Eq. (3), the solution is expressed as the superposition of free vibrating modes that are characterized by n and m. n is the number of nodal diameters of the mode and m the number of nodal circles. ω nm is the corresponding natural frequency of the mode. Only the modes with no nodal circles, i.e. characterized by the number of nodal diameters will be discussed here (diametrical modes). According to many studies [1, 3, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , the diametrical modes of some types of hydraulic impellers are the most prompt to be excited during the operation of these machines. Diametrical modes are also characteristic modes in a simple disk.
For certain kind of annular disks and considering only the diametrical modes with n 41, it can be demonstrated that the motion of the disk can be simplified assuming that the vibration of the disk is uniform in the radial direction and considering the vibration in an averaged radius r o ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi r in Â r out p . In this case the surrounding fluid is considered taking into account the pressure that the fluid is applying on the disk at r ¼r o [3] .
In this equation, D n is a parameter that depends on structural properties of the disk. For the considered mode shapes, the disk vibration at r o can be expressed as
A n e jnθ e jωnt ð5Þ
where |n| indicates the number of nodal diameters in the mode shape and the sign of n indicates the direction of the travelling wave that appears on the disk. ω n is the corresponding natural frequency.
To calibrate D n and to know the validity of the mentioned assumptions the following procedure is performed. Considering the case that the disk is vibrating in vacuum (p ro ¼ 0 in Eq. (4)) and combining Eq. (5) with Eq. (4) the natural frequencies for each mode n can be calculated as
Comparing the results obtained with Eq. (6) and the results found in [28, 29] , D n can be calibrated and the error of the approach calculated. It can be demonstrated that the use of Eq. (4) (with p ro ¼ 0) is acceptable for modes n41 and for thin disks, with small inner radius compared to outer radius.
To consider the surrounding fluid in the vibration of the disk, p ro has to be calculated. It is assumed that the surrounding fluid of the disk can be described by a potential flow [30] . Therefore, this flow is considered as an irrotational, inviscid and incompressible flow. Two fluid fields are considered here, the upper fluid and the lower fluid (Fig. 1) . The velocity potentials of both fluid fields are U up and U down , respectively. Both are considered to rotate at a constant speed Ω fluid-up and Ω fluid-down with respect to the disk. This rotation of the fluid with respect to the disk is induced by the rotation of the disk (that is connected to a motor). In the real case, since the fluid is viscous, the flow pattern has not a constant rotating speed and therefore an averaged rotating speed has to be calculated. In this study Ω fluid-up and Ω fluid-down have been obtained by means of a CFD simulation of the flow inside the tank when the disk is rotating, without considering the transverse vibration of the disk.
For the CFD simulation, Navier-Stokes Equations have been solved numerically using Ansys Fluent s v14.5 software. A pressure based-double precision solver has been selected in order to solve the set of Equations used. Second order upwind discretization schemes have been imposed on the equations solved (momentum, energy and turbulence). Simulations are performed in steady state. A 3D structured hexahedral grid has been applied to the geometrical model. Only the fluid field has been considered, fixing the nodes in contact with the casing as a standing wall and imposing a rotation speed in the nodes corresponding to the disk. A mesh sensitivity study has been performed to ensure the model is adequately accurate. In this case, the mean velocity in a constant radius of the disc (r o ) is the selected variable to compare the results for each mesh tested.
Furthermore the boundary conditions that are applied on the fluid field are ∂Uup ∂z
which means that the particles that are in contact with the disk have the same velocity than the disk and that the particles that are in contact with the casing have velocity 0, since the casing is considered to be totally rigid.
Extending the solution of the potential flow given in [3] for the lower fluid field, the term p ro can be expressed as
Substituting Eqs. (8) and (5) into Eq. (4), the following equation is obtained to calculate the natural frequencies:
Only the positive solution of ω n;f is considered for n-positive and for n-negative. The following conclusions can be obtained analyzing Eqs. (9) and (5) in detail, regarding the natural frequencies and mode shapes of a rotating disk considering the surrounding fluid:
When the disk is vibrating in a surrounding media with very low density compared to the density of the disk ðρ f {ρ D Þ, p ro % 0 and therefore Eq. (6) can be used to calculate the natural frequencies for each n.
For the disk vibrating in air ðρ f {ρ D Þ, using Eq. (6) the solution of ω n,air for n-positive and for n-negative is the same and therefore using Eq. (5) a standing wave is obtained vibrating at ω n,air for each pair of n. In water, the density ρ f is much higher than in air and therefore Eq. (9) is considered. There is a different solution for npositive and for n-negative. A physical explanation of the effect is that the rotating flow with respect to the disk has a different added mass effect in the wave with n-positive and in the wave with n-negative and therefore there are two natural frequencies for each diametrical mode in the stationary case: ω n-positive,water oω n-negative,water . The viscosity of the fluid does not appear directly in Eq. (9) . Nevertheless this parameter affects on Ω f luidÀup ; Ω f luidÀdown and therefore affects on the values ω n-positive,water , ω n-negative,water Each solution of ω n,water corresponds to a travelling wave on the disk. For n-positive, the wave rotates in the same direction than the disk and in the opposite direction for n-negative.
A similar effect is shown in [31] , for a fluid-conveying pipe with periodic boundary conditions. The influence of the radial gap in the axial vibration is not considered in Eq. (4) . Nevertheless, in [22, 23] is shown that for small radial gaps ((r casing Àr out )/(r out )o0.05) the natural frequencies of the disk are decreased. To consider these cases, r o can be slightly increased with respect to the initial value calculated r o ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi r in Â r out p À Á , minimizing the error between experimental and analytical values of the natural frequencies for the disk submerged, confined and non-rotating.
Transmission to the stationary frame
In case of hydraulic turbomachinery, it is of paramount importance to know the dynamic response of the runner under operation, which means to know the natural frequencies and mode shapes of this structure when it is confined inside the casing and rotating. Due to the inaccessibility of this structure, it is very advantageous to measure its vibration from the stationary frame or casing.
In the previous section, the casing has been considered as a completely rigid structure to calculate p ro . Nevertheless, in the real cases, casings are not absolutely rigid. Therefore the following assumption for the velocity potential can be made for the particles in contact with the upper cover:
If the displacement of the casing is significantly smaller than the displacement of the disk, the rigid condition of Eq. (8) can be used to calculate the added mass effect of the water and therefore the natural frequencies can be calculated according to Eq. (9) . Furthermore, the condition expressed in Eq. (10) can be useful in order to measure the response of the disk with sensors placed on the casing.
The case of study has been presented in Fig. 1 . To consider the transmission to the upper cover, Fig. 2 is considered. The casing that covers the disk is not directly excited, but receives the vibration of the disk through the surrounding fluid. According to the general theory presented for fluid systems and structural vibrations in a fluid [28] , if a structure vibrates with frequency ω, the velocity potential of the surrounding fluid can be expressed, under the hypothesis for potential flow, as
where A is a dimensionless constant which specifies the amplitude of vibration, c is the speed of sound, η represents the mode shape of the fluid, and Ψ is the phase angle. The dynamic variation of the pressure in the potential flow can be described as [30] 
Air
The transmission to the casing depends on the dynamic pressure in the fluid and this depends on the fluid density according to Eq. (12) . Therefore, when the surrounding fluid is air the transmission from the rotating structure to the casing is low and consequently it is difficult to extract information of the rotating frame with sensors that measure the vibration of the casing. In this case it is desirable to use non-contact sensors such as optical or proximity sensors that measure directly the vibration of the disk. Therefore, the following deduction is valid for a sensor placed on the stationary frame that measures directly the vibration of the disk.
Furthermore, in this case the diametrical modes of the disk are standing waves when they are viewed from the rotating system. Therefore, the vibration of the disk for a diametrical node n can be expressed in the rotating frame as
For a non contact sensor that is measuring directly the vibration of the disk from the stationary frame (i.e. optical or proximity sensor), Eq. (13) can be rewritten using the relation between rotating and stationary frame (Eq. (1)): According to Eq. (14) , for a natural frequency in the rotating frame two natural frequencies are detected in the stationary frame:
And the phase shift between two sensors (both measuring the same physical magnitude) in the stationary frame at the natural frequencies is:
Δα ωn stat;air _1
¼ þnΔθ casing and Δα ωn stat;air _2
¼ ÀnΔθ casing ð16Þ
where Δθ casing is the spatial phase shift between two sensors in the peripheral direction of the casing and Δα is the phase difference between signals.
Water
For a high density fluid (water), the dynamic variation of pressure is not negligible (Eq. (12)) and therefore information of the disk vibration can be extracted when measuring the vibration of the casing. The viscosity does not appear directly in the deduced equations. Nevertheless this parameter has an influence on the damping and therefore on the resonance amplitude W n , as shown in [23] .
As mentioned before, in this case the types of mode shapes with no nodal circles that appear on the disk are travelling waves. Therefore for the disk vibration:
The vibration of the particles of the fluid in contact with the disk can be expressed as
here it is used that θ disk ¼(θ fluid þΩ (disk)/(fluid) t). If the displacement of the casing is much lower than the displacement of the disk the velocity potential of the flow can be described with the mode shape of the disk. Therefore,
Thus the dynamic pressure that the fluid exerts on the casing can be written as
where A p is the amplitude of the dynamic pressure and depends on the density of the fluid ρ F . This pressure acts in the entire upper cover surface. If the frequency of the dynamic pressure (Eq. (20)) is well separated from a natural frequency of the casing, then the response of the casing should be dominated by the excitation shape of the dynamic pressure. In this case the transverse vibration of a point on the casing can be expressed as w casing r; θ c ; t
where A casing,n is the amplitude of vibration in the casing, which is much lower than the amplitude of vibration in the disk (W n (r)), since the casing has a forced vibration due to the disk vibration. The relation between a natural frequency viewed from the disk ω n and viewed from the casing ω n,stat is ω nstat;water ¼ ω n;disk þ nΩ disk ð22Þ and the phase shift between two sensors on the casing installed at the same radius:
In Eqs. (22) and (23), n can be positive or negative. The positive value of n represents the lower natural frequency viewed from the rotating frame (Eq. (9)), which is a travelling wave rotating in the same direction than the disk. This frequency is translated to a higher frequency when viewed from the stationary frame as Eq. (22) shows. The negative value of n represents the higher natural frequency viewed from the rotating frame, which is a travelling wave rotating in counter direction than the disk. This frequency is translated to a lower frequency when viewed from the stationary frame. This transmission characteristic is different than the transmission for the rotating disk in air, where each pair of n-positive and nnegative gives a standing wave viewed from the disk which is transmitted as two travelling waves in the stationary frame (see Eqs. (14)- (16) ).
The associated mode shape observed in the casing (relative phase between sensors measuring the same magnitude) is also a travelling wave that moves in the same direction than the wave on the disk and with the same number of nodal diameters (Eq. (23)).
These deductions are also valid for a sensor that measures directly the disk vibration from the casing, such as an optical or non-contact sensor. If it is considered that there are no losses in the measurement process, the amplitude detected with this kind of sensors is the same than the amplitude of the disk vibration and therefore:
The deduced Eqs. (22) and (23) are valid so far the casing is not considered totally rigid and also when the casing has a negligible displacement compared to the displacement of the disk (flow affected only by the motion of the disk). Otherwise, the potential flow in the casing is affected by the deformation shape of the cover and the deformation shape of the disk. In this case, the equations deduced for the transmission are not anymore valid.
The displacement of the casing will be considerable if the fluid excites a frequency close to the natural frequency of the casing. Therefore, if it assumed that a natural frequency of the disk is well separated from a natural frequency of the casing, the transmission will be as described. Nevertheless, the dynamic response of casings in the real mechanical systems are usually very complex and with no peaky response, so the dynamic response of the casing itself has to be analyzed in detail in order to use the deduced equations.
Experimental setup
In order to verify the main conclusions of the analytical model, an experimental setup has been developed. It consists of a disk connected to a variable speed motor. When the disk is rotating, the excitation is performed from the rotating frame with a piezoelectric patch (PZT). The response is measured from the rotating frame with miniature accelerometers and from the stationary frame with different devices such as accelerometers, laser Doppler vibrometer or pressure sensors.
Test rig

Disk
The disk is made of stainless steel with an external radius r out ¼198 mm and a thickness of h D ¼8 mm. The disk has a hole on its center in order to attach the shaft.
Casing
The casing is made of stainless steel. The inner diameter of the tank is r casing ¼205 mm, which means that the radial gap from the disk to the casing is 7 mm. The axial gap between the disk and the casing is H up ¼10 mm and H down ¼ 97 mm. A scheme of the mounted disk in the casing without the instrumentation used is shown in Fig. 3 .
In the upper cover of the casing several measurement devices can be installed in order to measure the response of the rotating disk from the stationary frame. An overview of the upper cover with some of the used sensors is shown in Fig. 4 .
Motor
The motor is a Mavilor MLV-072, which is a variable speed motor. The rotating speed is controlled with a resolver (Mavilor Resolver 2T8). This parameter can be adjusted with a precision of 1/300 Hz using a control software given by the motor manufacturer. The vibrations of the motor are isolated from the rest of the test rig trough rubber mounting isolators installed between the motor support and the test rig.
When the disk is rotating in air the disk can rotate up to 10 Hz. Nevertheless when the disk is rotating in water the velocity of the disk is limited to 8 Hz in order to avoid damages of the motor caused by the high power consumption.
Slip ring
Through the slip ring Michigan S10, the excitation and response signals are transmitted from the rotating to the stationary frame. This system is mounted at the tip of the shaft (Fig. 3) . 
Data acquisition system
A Bruel&Kjaer Type 3038 module is used to acquire the signals. The maximum frequency acquisition is 25.6 kHz, much higher as needed for this study.
Instrumentation
Accelerometers
For the measurement of the response from the rotating frame miniature and submergible accelerometers Dytran 3006-A (sensitivity 100 mV/g) have been used. They are directly screwed on the disk. The mass of the accelerometers is negligible small in comparison with the mass of the disk.
To measure the response from the stationary frame accelerometers Kistler 8752A50 (sensitivity 100 mV/g) have been glued on the upper cover.
Piezoelctric patches (PZT's)
For the excitation of the disk from the rotating frame one patch PI-876A12 (61 mm Â 35 mm) is glued on the disk with an epoxy component LOCTITE 454.
This patch works in a range of À 100 V to 250 V. For the signal generation a NI-9263 module is used. This module can generate four independent analogical outputs with an amplitude of À 10 V to 10 V. With an amplifier OEM-835 the analogical signal is amplified by 25, so the send signal to the patch has the desired level. Also a signal for monitoring the excitation is send to the data acquisition system.
Laser Doppler vibrometer
To measure the response of the disk from the stationary frame, a laser Doppler vibrometer PDV-100 with adjustable sensitivity (sensitivity range of 200-8 V/ms). The laser is mounted on a tripod without any contact to the test rig in order to avoid influences of the casing vibration. In order to compare the magnitude of the laser with the magnitude of the accelerometers, the signal is differentiated. The focusing of the LDV is adjusted for the standing disk, comparing the amplitude of this sensor with an accelerometer placed on the disk (face to face). A glass window is made on the upper cover in order to use this sensor (Fig. 4) .
Pressure sensors
Pressure sensors (KRISTAL Type 4295A2V34) are installed on the stationary frame measuring the dynamic pressure due to the disk vibration. They have to be powered with 18-36 V dc and they have a sensitivity of 5 V/bar in a measurement range of 0-2 bar.
Special holes have been screwed on the casing to install the pressure sensors.
3.3. Position of the sensors 3.3.1. Rotating frame In the rotating frame one PZT and miniature accelerometers are placed. The nomenclature used for the accelerometers is AR-X, where X is the angle related to the 01 direction in counterclockwise direction, when the disk is attached to the shaft and viewing the test rig from the top. Four accelerometers (AR-0, AR-90, AR-180 and AR-210) have been used during the tests.
One patch is used to excite the disk from the rotating frame (P-0). The installed patch and accelerometers on the disk are shown in Fig. 5 (view from the bottom) . In the same way, the position for pressure sensors is defined. The radius for the pressure sensors is 175 mm. Three pressure sensors are installed: PRES-0, PRES-30, PRES-180.
The laser is installed in the shown position in Fig. 6 . It is installed in the same radius than the pressure sensors. In order to have a better view of the transmitted mode shape to the upper cover, different series of experimental tests have been performed leaving one accelerometer on the rotating frame (AR-0) and one accelerometer on the stationary frame (AS-0 in position S4 (Fig. 7) ) as reference accelerometers. The disk is not stopped during the tests and its velocity is maintained constant in order to keep the boundary and environmental conditions invariant as possible.
The accelerometer on the rotating frame (AR-0) is used to check that the natural frequencies of the disk remain constant during all the tests (possible small changes in the boundary conditions such as temperature of water). The phase of the reference accelerometer on the stationary frame (AS-0) is used as reference phase for all the accelerometers on the stationary frame, when showing the transmitted mode shapes on the casing (Figs. 17-22) .
Five series, changing the radial position of all other accelerometers placed on the casing, are performed. For each series, the disk is excited with a sweep excitation (with the PZT P-0) and the casing impacted with an instrumented hammer. The specified positions of the accelerometers and the impact positions are shown in Fig. 7 .
As seen in Fig. 7 , for each series an accelerometer every 22.51 is located excepting on the line 1351 due to the interference of the Plexiglas window. The radial position of the accelerometers in the different series (S1-S5) is shown in Table 1 . To excite the natural frequencies of the disk, the piezoelectric patch P-0 has been used. A slow sweep signal passing through the studied modes is used. Such a signal can be described as:
When a patch works with this signal, it excites all the frequency bands from ω 0 to ςt end .
This test is repeated for the position of the sensors shown in Fig. 6 and for all the series shown in Fig. 7 .
Impact on the casing
To determine the response of the casing, it is impacted with an instrumented hammer. Five impacts have been performed for each test and the time signals have been averaged obtaining the response of the casing.
Signal analysis
Peak hold method
In Fig. 8 , the procedure to analyze the excitation and response signals is shown for one sensor detecting a resonance of the disk. The time signal of the excitation P-0 (Fig. 8a) shows a slow sweep excitation. The time signal of AR-0 (Fig. 8a) shows that a resonance occur at certain time. To obtain the frequency content of these signals, a Hanning Window of 4 s (resolution 0.25 Hz) is applied on the time signals. Since this window is shorter than the total length of the time signals, it is translated 0.2 s (5% of the window length) every average. In each average, the FFT is applied in both signals and superposed to the other averages with the maximum hold method, which considers only the maximum value for each frequency. In this way the frequency content of both signals is obtained (Fig. 8b) . Using both response (AR-0) and excitation (P-0) signals, the frequency response is obtained (Fig. 8c) . Natural frequencies are detected in precision looking at the peaks of the frequency response function (FRF). The corresponding mode shapes are obtained analyzing the relative phase of the accelerometers on the rotating frame and contrasting with the analytical model. In this way, natural frequencies and mode shapes are determined for the disk in the different situations tested.
This method is useful to determine the natural frequency and mode shapes of the disk when it is excited with a sweep excitation, nevertheless the time information is lost with this process. 
Time-frequency using wavelets
Wavelets have been used extensively in the last years to analyze temporary signals [32] [33] [34] [35] . With respect to the STFT (short time Fourier transform), where it has to be chosen between good frequency resolution or time resolution [36] , with wavelets a multiresolution analysis, without losing important information of the signal [32] , is performed. Good frequency resolution for the low frequency content of the signal and good time resolution for the high frequency content of the analysis is acquired. Wavelets have the general expression:
where s scales the frequency of the wavelet and τ translates the wavelet in time. ψ is the mother wavelet used. For this analysis the Morlet wavelet is chosen (see [32] for more details on this wavelet). In the studied case, it is very useful to use time-frequency decomposition with wavelets in order to analyze the resonances that occur simultaneously in the rotating and in the stationary frame. This makes the transmission between both frames more comprehensible.
Results
Natural frequencies and mode shapes from the rotating frame
First, the natural frequencies and mode shapes of the modes n ¼ 72 and n¼ 73 for the rotating disk in air and in water are determined. These are obtained for Ω disk ¼0 Hz, 8 Hz from the rotating frame with the Peak hold method (Fig. 8) , when the disk is excited with a sweep excitation using the piezoelectric patch.
The four accelerometers placed on the rotating frame are analyzed in amplitude and phase in order to determine the mode shapes. Furthermore, experimental results are compared with the analytical model.
Air
Applying the mentioned procedure the following amplitudes and phases are obtained for Ω disk ¼0 Hz, 8 Hz when the disk is excited with a PZT (Fig. 9) .
There is only a slight increase in the natural frequency comparing both cases. Analyzing the phase shift between sensors it can be seen that the mode is a mode n ¼ 72, which is a standing wave (all sensors in phase or in counterphase to each other). Extensively, the modes n ¼ 73 have been obtained. 
Water
The same procedure is applied when the disk is submerged in water and rotating (Fig. 10) . Now an important change is observed when comparing the standing and the rotating case. In the standing case there is only one peak, which is a standing wave n ¼ 72. In the rotating case, two peaks appear which corresponds to a travelling wave as seen in the phase difference of sensor AR-210. This sensor is placed at 301 from the sensor AR-180 and therefore according to Eq. (23) the phase shift between them for a mode n ¼ 72 should be 601 (π/3) for one peak and À601 for the other peak, as shown in Fig. 10 . A comparison between analytical and experimental results for the natural frequencies in air and in water for 0 Hz and 8 Hz is shown in Table 2 .
Detection of the disk natural frequencies and mode shapes from the stationary frame with the peak hold method
The study of the transmission will be shown for the rotating disk (Ω disk ¼8 Hz) in air and in water for the mode n ¼ 73. For other rotating speeds and diametrical modes the conclusions are equivalent so far the assumptions of the analytical model presented are accomplished.
The transmission mechanism is shown in Fig. 2 . In order to detect the modal parameters of the rotating disk with sensors that measure the vibration of the upper cover, the fluid has to excite the upper cover with enough amplitude and this part cannot be totally rigid (Eq. (10)). According to Eq. (12), the dynamic pressure that the fluid exerts on the upper cover depends on the density of the fluid. Therefore, for the case that the fluid is air this pressure should be much lower than for the case that the fluid is water. This is shown in Fig. 11 (response of the pressure sensors).
As shown in Fig. 11 , when the disk rotates in air nothing is seen in the frequency band ω n 7nΩ disk . Nevertheless in water, two clear peaks are seen which corresponds to the peaks detected from the stationary frame ω À 3,disk À 3Ω disk and ω þ 3, disk þ3Ω disk . This confirms that in the water case, since the density is much higher than in air, the fluid transmits the vibration of the disk from the rotating to the stationary case.
The comparison of the laser sensor and accelerometer AS-0 in air and in water is shown in Fig. 12 .
When the disk is rotating in air (Fig. 12a) , it is much easier to detect the natural frequencies from the stationary frame with optical or proximity sensors that measure the vibration of the disk directly, because the fluid does not excite the upper cover (Fig. 11) . For the accelerometer AS-0 a small peak is detected, which coincides with the peak detected in the rotating frame. The explanation of this peak is the axial transmission of the mode n¼ 73 through the mechanical system, i.e. the vibration of the disk is transmitted to the casing through the bearings on the shaft (see Fig. 3 ). Nevertheless, the amplitude detected with the accelerometer AS-0 is approximately 1/1000 of the amplitude detected from the rotating frame, which means that the transmission through a stiff system as the shaft bearings and casing is very low.
For the case that the disk vibrates in water (Fig. 12b) , two clear peaks are detected with the laser and with the accelerometer AS-0. These peaks are the same as those ones detected with the pressure sensor (Fig. 11b) . In this case, the disk transmits the vibration to the casing though the water between them. Comparing amplitudes of the laser and amplitudes of the accelerometer it can be seen that the amplitude of the laser is much higher, as the laser is pointing directly on the disk and the accelerometer is measuring the vibration through the casing (see Eq. (24)).
To determine the mode shapes of the disk with sensors on the upper cover, the phase difference (Eq. (23)) between sensors has to be measured. This will be performed only for the water case, since in air the natural frequencies are not transmitted. Three pressure sensors and three accelerometers from those ones installed on the upper cover are used to analyze the mode shape (Fig. 13) . As predicted by Eq. (23), the phase shift between the pressure sensors correspond to the modes n¼ 73. In both peaks the phase of two sensors at 1801 (PRES-0 and PRES-180) is π rad. With these two sensors, the direction of the travelling wave cannot be determined. Considering two sensors at 301 from each other (PRES-0 and PRES-30) the phase shift should be 7901 or 7π/2 rad. In the first peak a phase shift of À π/2 is observed, which means that the wave is travelling in direction from PRES-0 to PRES-30. This correspond to a travelling wave rotating in the opposite direction than the disk, corresponding to the mode n ¼ À3 in the rotating frame. In the second peak a phase shift of π/2 is observed, which indicates the mode n ¼3 in the rotating frame, according to the rotating direction of the disk.
The same information can be extracted when analyzing the accelerometers in the same relative position to each other (Fig. 13b) .
The relation between the peaks detected from the rotating frame and the peaks detected from the stationary frame can be appreciated in Fig. 14 , where the peaks of LASER and AR-0 are shown for the disk rotating in air and in water with Ω disk ¼8 Hz.
When the disk rotates in air, two clear peaks are detected with the laser separated at 7nΩ disk from the natural frequency detected from the rotating frame (green curve in Fig. 14a ). As seen in this figure the amplitude of the laser vibration in the two peaks is approximately the half of the amplitude measured with the accelerometer AR-0 as predicted by Eq. (14) .
When the disk rotates in water, since the laser is pointing directly on the disk, the amplitude of the resonance detected by this sensor is approximately the same amplitude as detected with the accelerometer on the rotating frame (Eq. (24)).
The frequency shift between rotating and stationary frame ( 7nΩ disk ) can be seen in Fig. 14 for the disk rotating in air and for the disk rotating in water. Nevertheless, this information can be extracted from this plot, because sensors measuring in the stationary and rotating frame are plotted together. With this kind of representation, the temporal information is not explicitly seen and therefore it is difficult to understand the transmission from the rotating to the stationary frame if only sensors on the stationary frame are used.
For this reason, in order to study the transmission, it is better to analyze the resonances with a time frequency plot.
Detection of the disk natural frequencies and mode shapes from the stationary frame with time-frequency analysis using wavelets
To analyze the different kind of transmission that occurs for the rotating disk in air and for the rotating disk in water the excitation (P-0), the response of the rotating system (AR-0) and the detection from this response from the rotating frame (LASER) is shown in a time-frequency plot. The frequency content of the signals has been obtained with the use of wavelets [37] (Fig. 15) . As shown in this figure, the electrical signal send to the patch is constant for the frequency band excited in both cases. In air (Fig. 15a) , the frequency band excited is 540-640 Hz while in water (Fig. 15b) this frequency band is 280-350 Hz.
In air, approximately at 590 Hz the excitation passes through the mode n ¼ 73 and the resonance is clearly detected with the accelerometer AR-0 (Fig. 15a) placed on the rotating frame. At the same time, two resonances occur on the stationary frame and they are clearly detected with the laser. They are separated 7nΩ disk from the resonance on the rotating frame, as predicted by Eq. (15) .
Considering the rotating disk in water (Fig. 15b) , with the accelerometer on the rotating frame (AR-0), it is clearly seen that two resonances occur in the rotating frame for the mode n¼ 73. Since in this case, the mode shape is a travelling wave as shown in the analytical model, each of these two resonances are transmitted to one resonance on the stationary frame. The lower frequency (n-positive) in the rotating frame is transmitted to a higher frequency in the stationary frame and the higher frequency (n-negative) in the rotating frame is transmitted to a lower natural frequency in the stationary frame. The resonances on the stationary frame are clearly detected with the Laser. This plot confirms the behavior predicted by Eq. (22) .
For accelerometers and pressure sensors on the upper cover, the frequency shift measured is the same as the frequency shift measured with the laser for the rotating disk in water (Fig. 16b); i.e. the two resonances detected on the stationary frame occur at different time. In these plots, it is shown that the detection is not as clear as with the laser, as appreciated with the Peak-hold analysis.
In air, the resonance is slightly detected with the accelerometer AS-0 and without modulation as commented in the Peak-hold analysis (Fig. 12) . With the pressure sensor PRES-0 nothing clear is seen, since in this case the density of the fluid is very low. It is shown that the transmission from the rotating to the stationary frame is much easier to understand with a timefrequency plot, where the correspondence between resonances that occur at the same time is seen.
The main conclusion is that, in water for each diametrical mode of the disk two resonances occur in the rotating frame at different time and these are transmitted each to one peak in the stationary frame, since these are travelling waves. In air the resonance which is a standing wave is transmitted simultaneously to two travelling waves in the stationary frame. To summarize the type of waves depending on the detection frame, Table 3 is shown.
ODS (operating deflection shape) of the upper cover for the resonance peaks (rotating disk in water)
To have a better view of the mode shape transmitted to the upper cover, the experimentation shown in Fig. 7 is performed. The following ODS are obtained looking at the motion of all the used accelerometers simultaneously, vibrating at the resonance peaks detected in the stationary frame. The holes used for the pressure sensors and for the Laser are schematized in the geometry of the upper cover.
In the non rotating disk case (Ω disk ¼0 Hz), the modes n ¼ 72; 73 of the disk (stationary waves) can be clearly seen. As seen in both cases, the nodal diameters do not rotate in time, and this indicates the presence of standing mode shapes on the disk with all the points moving in phase or in counterphase to each other.
When the disk is rotating, two travelling waves are detected from the stationary frame for each diametrical node n. The lower frequency of the rotating frame, which corresponds to the higher frequency in the stationary frame, rotates in the same direction than the disk. The higher frequency of the rotating frame, which corresponds to the lower frequency in the stationary frame, rotates in the opposite direction than the disk.
As seen in Figs. 19 and 20 the nodal diameters rotate in counter direction than the disk. In ¼ of the period they have rotated approximately 451. The mode n ¼ À2 (Fig. 19) has rotated in the opposite direction than the disk and the mode n ¼2 (Fig. 20) in the same direction.
Figs. 21 and 22 show the modes n ¼3 and n ¼ À3. In these two figures, the ODS represented correspond to the peaks shown in Fig. 14 . As seen in Fig. 21 the nodal diameters rotate in counter direction than the disk. In 1/4 of the period they have rotated approximately 301. Fig. 22 shows the travelling wave rotating in the opposite direction (mode n ¼3). In the shown ODS (Figs. 17-22) , the modes n ¼ 72 and n¼ 73 are clearly seen from the casing. Therefore, the conclusions of the analytical model have been validated in this section. One of the conditions for the applicability of the model is that the natural frequencies of the disk are well separated from the natural frequencies of the casing. For these modes, this condition has been accomplished as shown in Fig. 23, i .e. the response of the casing is low and the mode shape is well transmitted to the upper cover, since the casing is forced to move with this shape. Nevertheless for the pair of modes n ¼ 74 there is a high response of the casing. These modes are transmitted to the stationary frame as Fig. 24a shows, but the mode shape n ¼ À4 of the disk is not recognizable from the upper cover (Fig. 24b) . In this peak, the ODS is dominated by the mode of the casing located in this frequency band (Fig. 23a) . A structural-acoustical FSI simulation [23, 38] has been performed in order to contrast the main conclusions of the experimental work, when the disk rotates in water. This type of simulation is based on the coupling of standard solid structures finite elements with an acoustical model that represents the fluid part. A model, has been built using Ansys Workbench s software (release 14.5). The model is constructed with hexahedral elements, using SOLID185 for the solid parts and FLUID30 for the liquid elements. Nodes of the solid parts in contact with the fluid are defined as a FSI (Fluid Structure Interaction) interface. The bottom of the tank is fixed in the y direction, as well as the top of the shaft. The mesh of the structural-acoustical FSI model including the applied boundary conditions is shown in Fig. 25 . The density of the fluid is fixed at 1000 kg/m 3 and the speed of sound was considered as 1430 m/s according to the standard data for water (White [30] ). The acoustic-structural coupling simulation assumes that the fluid is inviscid, irrotational and without mean flow.
A rotating speed is introduced on the rotating part (shaft þdisk). The value of Ω fluid (obtained from the CFD calculation) and Ω disk are introduced in the FE acoustical model. Results are obtained from the stationary point of view.
A mesh sensitivity study was previously carried out to determine the optimal number of elements of the FEM model. The value of the natural frequency of the main mode shapes of the disk was selected as the variable to compare the element density of the mesh. The density of the mesh was changed in the axial and in the radial direction in order to consider all the possible parameters. The optimal mesh selected approximately had 7 Â 10 4 elements.
In order to simulate the upper cover properly, the stiffness and the damping of this part are corrected using experimental modal analysis results (impacts on the casing as shown in Fig. 23a ). Beta damping value [39] was the value calibrated for the modes of the casing. A harmonic analysis exciting the disk and the casing has been performed obtaining the following response characteristic (Fig. 26) .
Both responses are viewed from the stationary frame [39] . Therefore, in this case for each diametrical mode of the disk (Fig. 26b) , the first peak corresponds to the mode n-negative and the second peak to n-positive, on the contrary from the response detected from the rotating frame (Fig. 23b) , due to the transmission between rotating and stationary frame (Eq. (22)). The response shown in this case is similar than the response of the experimental case, i.e. the modes n¼ 72 and n ¼ 73 are well separated from the natural frequencies of the casing. There is a first peak from the casing which is detected experimentally (at about 230 Hz) but not with the numerical FEM model. This peak corresponds to a mode which affects mainly the shaft system (Fig. 3) which is simplified in the simulation model (Fig. 25) . The modes n ¼ 72 and n ¼ 73 are clearly seen from the casing, when the disk is excited with a harmonic excitation (Fig. 27-30) , as in the experimental results shown (Figs. 19-22) . Fig. 31 shows the case for the mode of the disk n¼ À4. As for the experimentation, the casing is dominated by this mode on this frequency band (Fig. 26) . Therefore, the main conclusions from the analytical model that have been validated with experimentation, have been also validated with the numerical simulation. 
Conclusion
In this paper, the detection of the natural frequencies and mode shapes of a rotating disk-like structure from the stationary frame has been studied experimentally and contrasted with an analytical model. The case of a disk that rotates in air (where the effects of the surrounding fluid can be neglected) has been analyzed in other researches but no studies have been found analyzing the same topic for a rotating disk-like structure surrounded by a heavy fluid (such as water). Only the diametrical modes, characterized by the number of nodal diameters n, which are the most relevant in case of turbomachinery components, are discussed here.
For this purpose, an experimental test rig has been developed. It consists of a submerged rotating disk inside a tank. The disk has been excited with a PZT from the rotating frame and its response measured from rotating and stationary frame in order to correlate the results of both reference frames.
Analyzing the rotating disk in air from the rotating frame, the effect of the rotation on the natural frequencies is very low for the tested rotating speeds of the disk (0-8 Hz). For one natural frequency in the rotating frame, simultaneously two natural frequencies are detected in the stationary frame shifted 7nΩ disk from the natural frequency detected in the rotating frame.
Analyzing the rotating disk in water from the rotating frame, the effect of rotation is very important. Each natural frequency in the non rotating case is transformed into two natural frequencies in the rotating case. If the disk is excited with a sweep, the two resonances occur at different time. The difference between both natural frequencies in the rotating case trends to increase when increasing Ω disk .
The lower natural frequency in the rotating frame, which is a travelling wave rotating in the same direction than the disk, is transmitted to a higher frequency in the stationary frame (frequency shift of þnΩ disk ). The higher natural frequency in the rotating frame, which is a travelling wave rotating in counter direction than the disk, is transmitted to a lower frequency in the stationary frame (frequency shift of À nΩ disk ). This has been proved using a time-frequency analysis with wavelets.
Not only the transmission of the natural frequencies has been studied, but also the transmission of the mode shapes. Experimental results have shown that a mode shape is transmitted from the rotating to the stationary frame if the response of the casing at the considered natural frequency is not relevant in comparison to the response of the disk. This has been checked with several types of sensors placed on the stationary frame, such as accelerometers, pressure sensors and a LDV (laser Doppler vibrometer).
The case of a disk natural frequency close to a high casing response band has been analyzed experimentally and numerically with a FEM model. Results show that in this case the peaks are detected from the casing but the mode shape is not transmitted and the response is dominated by the casing motion.
